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The IeAC conducts students' feedback on various aspects of teaching learning process. The process

inciudes feedback on teachers, course and teaching. The pLlrpose of the feedback is to make the institution

n.)ore accorntable. efficient and transparent. The result of the feedback is expected to help in the SWOC

analysis of the institution. After the analysis of the feedback result, the principal conveys it to eaoh faculty

members. The coliege has obtained feedback from students on teachers and courses on various parameters

related to teaching and leurrring, overall environment, intiastructure. 'rhe feedback rvas analyzed at college

and department level. The students recorded their views online through Google fomrs'

The Feedback is divided into the lbllowing four pafts:- Part A deals u'ith the Administration. Part B

deals with Academic Activities. part c deals with Extra-cunicular Activities and Parl D deals w'ith Hostel

Facilities (for boarders only). part A consists of responsiveness to students' issues by Principal, Academic

coordinator, Head of the Department. Library staft, office Staff and Gate Keeper. It contains the following

parameters to obtain feedback from the students- outstanding. Excellent. Good, Satistactory and Not

satisfactory. parl A also consist aspects like notice board updating, counseling during admission' grievance

mitigation. cleanliness of classrooms, laboratories, library, corriciors, toilets and campus' 9'3oh of the

students mentioned that their grievances mitigated are outstanding.l4.go/o of the students mentioned that it

is Excellent,5go/o mentioned that it is Good, l49% students mentioned that it is Satisfactor,v and l'9%

stated that it is Not satisfactory. Regarding the cleanliness of toilets. 56.8% mentioned that it is Not-

Satisfactory.
parl B of the form which deals with Academic Activities deals with aspects regarding regularity of

classes being conducted by teachers, completion of the s,vllabus in the class, teachers' preparation for the

class, teachers, ability to encourage classroom communication and also looks into the facilities provided by

tire library. Regarding the regularity of the classes, 84.1% of the students mentioned that the classes are held

regularly. Regarding the covering of syllabus in the class, 55.9olo of the students mentioned that around 85-

100% syllabus is covered in the class, 32.9% of the students mentioned that 70-85% of the syllabus is

covered in the class. Regarding Teachers' preparation for the classes.65.g% of the students mentioned that

the teachers thoroughly prepare for their classes. Regarding the library facilities, 42o/, ol the students

mentioned that it is Exceilent,4l.lYo mentioned that it is Adequate'

part C of the form deals with Extra Curricular Activities rn'hich deals with provision of games and

sports the College has to offer, conduction of various programmes in the College like Freshman Social'

Farewell and College Week. This part of the feedback also has got the follorn'ing parameters- outstanding,

Excellent, Good" Satisfactory andNot Satisfactory. According to 16.7oh students, games and sports facilities



provided in the college is Outstanding,23.2o/o stated that it is Excellent,44% stated that it is Good, 8.9olo

stated that it is Satisfactory.

Part D of the form deals with Hostel tacilities (for hostel boarders onl;") and has the foilorving
parameters:- Outstanding. Excellent, Good. Satisfactory and Not Satisfactor.v. 10.3% students mentioned

that the Hostel amenities are Outstanding. 15"5% mentioned that it is Excellent.43.l% mentioned that it is
Good, 22.4% mentioned that it is satisfbctory. With regards to Hostel Security, 23.3% stated that it is

Outstanding. 8.370 believed that it is Excellent, 40% stated that it is Good. 16.7% stated that it is

Satistactory and ll.7o/o stated that it is Not Satisfactorl'..

For an impartial analysis on feedback. the data w-as collected from sixteen departments of- the college

from the different semesters of Science, Arts and Commerce stream. Basic statistical tools are used to

analysis each criterion and are presented in charts.
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